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� A hybrid method of laser cladding
with subsequent hot compression
technique is proposed to
remanufacture/repair steel
components.

� The hardness variation across
cladding layer, welding interface and
base metal can be removed utilizing
the hot compression process.

� The mechanical properties of laser
cladded 316L stainless steel increased
after hot deformation.

� Analysis of microstructure evolution
at cladding layer, welding interface
and base metal part were performed.
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Laser cladding deposition (LCD) is widely used to remanufacture/repair workpieces because of its high
design freedom to rebuild areas of damage. However, the process often introduces a columnar grain
structure in the cladding layer, resulting in a large variation of microstructure and hardness across the
cladding layer, welding interface, and base metal. Under fatigue and tensile loading, fractures can initiate
in the lower hardness cladding layer. This study explores the feasibility of a new hybrid remanufacturing
method integrating the LCD with a subsequent hot deformation process to refine grain structures, reduce
hardness variations, and enhance mechanical properties. The effects of deformation temperatures and
imposed plastic strains were studied by examining the microstructural and stress–strain behaviour of
laser cladded 316L stainless steel. After LCD, compressive deformation was imposed at temperatures of
900 and 1100 �C, with engineering strain levels of 0.1 and 0.5. A high-quality metallurgical joint was
achieved, with the optimal ultimate tensile strength and yield strength under process conditions of an
engineering strain level of 0.5 imposed at 900 �C (35% improvement compared to the directly laser clad-
ding remanufacturing process). Dynamic recrystallization process was observed by the electron back
scatter diffraction technique to reveal the underlying mechanism.
Crown Copyright � 2021 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Steel components in service often endure thermal–mechanical
stresses, local impact or fatigue damages leading to local defects
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and crack initiation [1]. These damaged components may be dis-
carded as scraps or stored for later remanufacturing. To remanu-
facture/repair the used steel components, tungsten inert gas
(TIG) welding has been widely employed [2,3]. However, as this
is a fusion welding technique, it cannot be used to remanufacture
the safety–critical steel components such as train axles to a high
quality due to the high residual stress, weld interface distortion
and large-size heat-affected zone (HAZ) [2]. Recently, researchers
have found that additive manufacturing (AM) technology can be
one of mainstream remanufacturing techniques in steels [4–8].
Compared to the TIG welding process, AM provides higher
energy–density heat beams and smaller spot size of a heat source
which contribute to a good metallurgical bonding quality, narrow
melting interface and HAZ [4–9]. In addition, the large design free-
dom of AM enables the damaged area to be accurately located and
remanufactured [1,2,10].

AM technology can be mainly categorized into powder bed
fusion (PBF) and directed energy deposition (DED) [11]. PBF is a
process where a component is built layer by layer using a laser
to selectively fuse the surface layer of a bed of metallic powder.
However, in the DED process, the powder metal feedstock is deliv-
ered directly to the required point, where it is then fused to the
component surface [12]. This makes DED a preferred technique
for remanufacturing large components. Laser cladding deposition
(LCD), as one of the DED processes, has been widely applied for
various industrial applications and is used in this study. Previous
efforts have proved the feasibility of using laser cladding to reman-
ufacture non-safety critical parts [13–15]. For example, Sun et al.
characterized the microstructure of laser cladding repaired AISI
4340 steel and found coarse austenite and an acicular marten-
sitic/bainite structure near the welding interface between the clad-
ding layer and base metal [16]. The microstructure variations
across the cladding layer, welding interface, and base metal
resulted in a hardness gradient. It was noticed that a coarse grain
size exhibited lower hardness. The same hardness gradient was
found in the H13 hot-work tool steel components repaired by
depositing H13 powder [2]. These hardness variations could lead
to stress localization and are not acceptable in the remanufacture
of safety- critical components.

The optimal strength, fracture toughness, and fatigue resistance
for steel components should correlate with homogenous small
grains [17]. However, coarse grains were found around the welding
interface and these grew epitaxially through the AM cladding
direction [18–22]. These epitaxial grains are due to the repeated
melting and solidification dynamics during the cladding process
and result in a columnar grain morphology [19]. The columnar
grain structure could benefit thermal creep resistance due to the
reduced grain boundary fraction [23]. However, it would have
detrimental effects on the room temperature mechanical perfor-
mance due to its low yield strength, fracture toughness, and fatigue
life. Such lower yield strength is due to the Hall-Petch effect, where
the strength of a material is shown to be inversely proportional to
the square root of grain size [24,25]. Another contribution to the
yield strength of materials is the dislocation density. According
to the dislocation hardening theory, the strength is proportional
to the square root of dislocation density [26]. Also, the stored dis-
locations act as an energy source to drive the recrystallization pro-
cess. In previous studies, high dislocation content was found
within the AMed grains [22]. Therefore, the dislocation density
could be considered to improve the yield strength of AMed compo-
nents. The internal thermal stress generates these stored disloca-
tions introduced plasticity resulting from the rapid melting and
solidifying process during deposition [27].

This study proposes to integrate a subsequent hot compression
with the laser cladding remanufacture to address the above prob-
lems. This hot compression can refine the coarse-grained area,
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minimize the hardness gradient, and increase the fracture tough-
ness. Previous research has examined the effect of hot forging (de-
formation) on AMed materials. Jiang et al. found a prominent
enhancement of mechanical properties on AMed parts after hot
forging [28]. The beneficial effects of high strain deformation on
the 3D preform were later confirmed by Pruncu et al [29]. They
found that the dynamic recrystallization (DRX) was induced during
the hot deformation process and enhanced the mechanical proper-
ties. The applied deformation at elevated temperature also effec-
tively closed the larger voids and pores in the parts. This
concluded that the hot compression process was beneficial in
refining the grain size and reducing the void content. However,
no research was found studying the effects of hot deformation on
the base/AM interface of laser cladding remanufactured compo-
nents. In this study, the influence of hot plastic deformation on
laser cladding remanufacturing will be addressed, particularly
the evolution of grain morphology and size at the cladding layer/
welding interface. The mechanisms involved in creating enhanced
mechanical properties will be examined through grain microstruc-
ture characterizations.

316L stainless steel (316L SS) was selected as the demonstra-
tion material in this study because of its wide use in nuclear, mar-
itime, power generation, oil, and aerospace applications thanks to
its high corrosion resistance and strength [30]. It has been widely
applied in AM [31–33]. The grain microstructure of AMed 316L
SS is easy to be characterized because it is a single-phase austenite
steel [34]. The work of using DED to repair AMed 316L SS was con-
ducted and distinct microstructure variation along repaired layer
and damaged part was characterized [5]. Clear insight into the
grain deformation and microstructure evolution along the cladding
layer, welding interface and base metal during the hot deformation
process will be gained for 316L SS in this study.

This work aims to study the effects of hot deformation on the
tensile properties, hardness, and microstructure across the laser
cladding remanufactured 316L SS interface. Four thermal–mechan-
ical conditions were applied, using engineering strain levels of 0.1
and 0.5 at temperatures of 900 �C and 1100 �C. The strain rate
applied was 0.01 s�1. These hot deformation parameters are appro-
priate for the industrial hot forging conditions [29,35] and can trig-
ger the DRX in 316L SS. Detailed tensile stress–strain behaviour
and microhardness values were obtained. Electron backscatter
diffraction (EBSD) characterization was conducted across the clad-
ding layer, welding interface, and the base metal. The microstruc-
ture evolution as functions of strain and temperature was shown.
The obtained EBSD crystal orientation information, detailed grain
morphology, grain size, and geometrically necessary dislocation
(GND) density analyses were carried out to relate the hot deforma-
tion effects to the observed corresponding mechanical properties.
2. Methodology

2.1. Materials and specimen preparation

The materials used for LCD remanufacturing were cold worked
single-phase 316L SS for the component and gas-atomized 316L SS
powder as the cladding material. The typical composition of 316L
SS is listed in Table 1. Before the laser cladding process, the base
metal surface was mechanically ground. The 316L SS powder was
deposited on the base metal using a RC-LDM8060 Laser Deposition
machine (Sailong Metal Materials Co., Ltd., China). The process is
illustrated in Fig. 1.

An inert gas was used to deliver the metal powder with a con-
stant flow rate as shown in Fig. 1(a). The laser cladding process
parameters are listed in Table 2. To mimic the remanufacturing
process and test the interface’s strength, the powder was vertically



Table 1
Chemical composition of AM 316L stainless steel powder.

Elements Fe Cr Ni Mo Mn Si N O P C

Mass (%) Balance 17.42 12.64 2.10 1.16 0.58 0.036 0.0066 0.016 0.021

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram to illustrate the LCD process, cladding direction, and (b)(c) present the EDM direction to machine samples with half laser clad 316L SS and half
base 316L SS substrate.

Table 2
Laser cladding process variables

Laser Power (W) Beam Traverse Speed (mm/min) Hatching Pitch (mm) Layer Thickness (mm) Gas Flow Rate (L/min)

1000 800 0.3 1 5
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deposited on the base metal layer by layer to the same height as
the base part itself. The LCD remanufactured specimens consist
of half-substrate original 316L SS and half-AMed material, such
that the interface between the base and AM part was at the middle
of the block. After the laser cladding, cylindrical specimens of
10 mm diameter were machined out by the electro-discharge
machining (EDM) with their principal axis and cladding direction
parallel to each other, as illustrated in Fig. 1(b) and (c).

2.2. Hot compression process

The as-received specimens were hot compressed using a Glee-
ble 3800 thermo-mechanical simulator, as schematically shown
in Fig. 2(a). To measure and control the temperature at the AM-
base metal interface, a pair of thermocouples were welded to the
centre of the specimen. The detailed thermal history profile during
the hot compression process is given in Fig. 2(b). The specimens
were firstly heated at a rate of 10 �C/s to a temperature 25 �C below
the designed hot compression temperature and then slowly heated
to the designed temperature at a rate of 2 �C/s. Subsequently, they
were soaked at the hot compression temperature for 3 min to unify
the temperature distribution. The two temperature parameters
applied in this study were 900 �C and 1100 �C respectively. The
3

specimens were then compressed at a constant strain rate
0.01 s�1 to the engineering strain levels of 0.1 and 0.5 as measured
by the stroke displacement. The specimens were then air cooled to
room temperature. It is noted that four hot deformation conditions
were applied: 900 �C � 0.1, 900 �C � 0.5, 1100 �C � 0.1, and
1100 �C � 0.5 respectively. For each condition, three samples were
produced. One of these three specimens was used for EBSD charac-
terization and microhardness test. The other specimens were used
to perform the tensile test to check the repeatability of the results.
The flow stress–strain curves during the hot compression process
are shown in Fig. 2(c) that were collected and calculated from
the Gleeble data library.

2.3. Microstructure characterization

EBSD characterization was conducted on the hot compressed
specimens to reveal the grain and GND density distribution. One
set of four specimens was cut along longitudinal cross-section as
shown in Fig. 2(d) and ground progressively using SiC grinding
papers from 600 to 4000 grit. Then they were polished by oxide
polishing suspension (OPS) for 15 min to a mirror surface finish.
A Hitachi 3400 scanning electron microscope (SEM) equipped with
an e-FlashHR EBSD detector (Bruker) was used to characterize the



Fig. 2. (a) Gleeble 3800 hot compression experiment setup; (b) Heat schematic of hot compression process; (c) Flow stress curves during the hot compression process and
four compression conditions were undertook as marked; (d) As-received specimen geometry and specimens after hot compression (The marked parts were cut for
microstructure characterization); (e) The geometry of tensile test specimens machined from the hot compressed blanks.
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RD (rolling direction)-ND (normal direction) plane microstructure.
248 lm � 187 lm EBSD mappings were acquired at 1 lm step size
and 500x magnification. The grain size and GND density were esti-
mated by using Quantax Esprit software and MTEX toolbox, and
the misorientation used to define grain boundaries was set at 5�.
It is noted that the specimens were scanned at the interface and
2 mm away from the interface where is within the isothermal
range such that the microstructure of the cladding layer, interface
area, and base metal were all included in mappings.

The grain size was calculated after removing grains below 5 pix-
els in size. The average grain size is calculated by using an area-
weighted averaging approach, which is given by,

d
�
¼ 1Pn

i¼0Ai

Xn

i¼0

Aidi

where n is the number of grains on the map, Ai is the area of grain i
and di is the diameter of grain i.

The GND density in this study was estimated by the embedded
function in the MTEX toolbox. Briefly, EBSD can give the local ori-
entation of neighbouring points in a grid on a planar surface. The
lattice curvature tensors were computed by taking the directional
derivative of the rotation tensor defined for every pixel in the
horizontal-vertical directions [36]. Six lattice curvature tensors
were used to determine five components of the dislocation density
4

tensor and one difference between two other components. The
GND content can be subsequently estimated by an energy-based
linear optimization method [36]. More details about the GND esti-
mation mathematical framework can be found in Pantleon’s work
[36]. Optical microscope (OM) was also applied for the microstruc-
tural characterisation. The polished samples were immersed into
1 g/mL oxalic acid for 40 s with a voltage 8 V to reveal its
microstructure under the OM.
2.4. Tensile and microhardness tests

Fig. 2(d) & (e) show the dimension of the tensile test specimen
machined out from the hot compressed samples. Note that no stan-
dard tensile sample geometry was machined because only the
middle part was hot compressed. The as-received specimen with-
out hot compression was also machined to the same geometry as
a benchmark. All the specimens were machined longitudinally,
and the loading axis was oriented along the cladding direction,
such that the welding interface was subjected to normal tensile
stress. The tensile test was conducted at room temperature on an
Instron testing machine with a 50 kN load cell, using an extension
rate of 0.3 mm/min. An extensometer measured the strain. For
each hot compression condition, the tensile tests were repeated
twice to confirm repeatability.
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The microhardness test was conducted on the polished speci-
men surface under 300 N (HV30) load at room temperature with
10 s dwell time using a Zwick hardness tester. To map the micro-
hardness across the interface areas, 11 hardness measuring points
at a spacing of 1 mm were conducted across the base metal, inter-
face and cladding layer, for which the middle point is at the inter-
face. For each point, to ensure the precision, five hardness
measurements along the radial direction were made to take the
mean value and remove the outliers.
3. Experimental results

3.1. Initial microstructure of laser cladding remanufactured specimens

Fig. 3 shows the EBSD maps and inverse pole figure (IPF) maps
of as-received laser clad 316L SS at cladding layer, interface, and
base metal. Overall, the microstructure distributions across these
three distinct regions are highly heterogeneous in terms of grain
size, orientation, and morphology. Fig. 3(a) shows an epitaxial
columnar grain morphology in the cladding layer. This feature
was expected to be common in AM parts due to the continuous
melting and solidification dynamics [19]. The previously deposited
layers were re-melted such that grain nucleation before solidifica-
tion was prevented. In addition, a large thermal gradient was
induced by the molten pool [19]. Since the heat flux was unidirec-
tional from the molten pool to the previously solidified region,
grains grew along the cladding direction [5]. For this study, high
laser power and slow deposition speed were applied to prevent
void formation, leading to obvious coarse grains at the cladding
layer [37]. Fig. 3(g) presents a strong texture along the radial direc-
tion in the (100) pole figure. The distinctive crystallographic tex-
ture could contribute to the anisotropic properties in the clad
Fig. 3. The EBSD IPF showing the microstructure of as-received specimen on different ar
grain boundary misorientation distribution figures, (g), (h), (i) are corresponding (100) po
the normal direction (ND) that is vertical.
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part [38,39]. Fig. 3(b) exhibits a clear continuous welding zone
consisting of a fusion zone and an un-melted base metal zone,
which is comparable with previous joining work done by Hinojos
et al. [8].

The fusion zone exhibits a narrow zone of large grains, as shown
in Fig. 3(b) above the dashed line indicating the weld line. Below
the dashed line in the un-melted zone, a finer grains distribution
is shown in Fig. 3(b). These finer grains (�10 lm grain size) with
high angle grain boundaries (HAGBs) could be generated by static
recrystallization during the cladding process which depends on the
cold working history of the damaged 316L SS base metal and clad-
ding duration. The high orientation gradient (fading colour within
grains) is shown in the matrix material as seen in Fig. 3(c) and the
low angle grain boundaries (LAGBs) distribution in Fig. 3(f) indi-
cates the highly stored plastic strain energy (i.e. high dislocation
content) which could generate nucleation sites for recrystalliza-
tion. In addition, the grains in the cladding layer, Fig. 3(a), are obvi-
ously larger than the grains at the welding interface. This could be
due to the difference in the cooling rates. The amount of heat trans-
ferred through the conduction is reduced when depositing away
from the cold substrate, resulting in a lower cooling rate as the
cladding layer is built up. Therefore, the melt pool size and grain
size vary along with the cladding height [40]. Fig. 3(d) also shows
several LAGBs (i.e. subgrain boundaries) inside of grains in the
cladding layer which indicates highly stored dislocations produced
by thermal stress.
3.2. The specimen microstructure after hot compression processing

Following the hot compression processing, sections were taken
from the specimens and subject to EBSD, scanning electron micro-
scope (SEM) and optical microscopy (OM) analysis. Fig. 4(a)-(l)
eas (a) cladding layer (b) interface (c) base metal, (d), (e) and (f) are corresponding
le figures. The rolling direction (RD) is horizontal, and the cladding direction is along



Fig. 4. The overview of EBSD IPF maps of laser cladding specimens after four hot compression conditions. Three areas were characterized. Note that (a), (d), (g) and (j) are
cladding areas; (b), (e), (h) and (k) are bonding areas; (c), (f), (i) and (l) are base metal areas.
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shows the EBSD IPF maps of hot compressed specimens at
900 �C � 0.1 plastic strain, 900 �C � 0.5 plastic strain,
1100 �C � 0.1 plastic strain, and 1100 �C � 0.5 plastic strain respec-
tively. The microstructures at �2, 0, and 2 mm from the interface
between the cladding and base metals are shown.

It is found that at a strain level of 0.5, the grain sizes at the clad-
ding layer, interface and base metal are almost identical. The grain
size did, however, increase as the compression temperature
increased. These demonstrated the competing processes of grain
growth and grain refinement occurring during the DRX. A homoge-
neous grain distribution with a considerably smaller grain size is
observed at specimen compressed at the condition of
900 �C � 0.5. This microstructure would suggest potentially better
mechanical properties compared with the other three specimens.
Compared with the initial as-received specimen, the hot compres-
sion at 900 �C � 0.1 has little influence on the microstructure. For
the specimen compressed at 1100 �C � 0.1, DRX is seen at the
coarse-grained welding interface, as indicated by the necklace
structures found around the grain boundaries. However, the grains
in the cladding layer are elongated along the cladding direction, as
shown in Fig. 4(g). When compressed to the engineering strain
level of 0.5 at 1100 �C, the relatively coarse grains distribute evenly
across the cladding layer, interface, and the base metal.

Fig. 5 shows the SEM and OM graphs under different magnifica-
tions at the bonding interface. The grains grow along the cladding
direction which conform with the EBSD results. Vimineous cellular
structures are observed at welding line of as-received specimen
and specimens compressed to � 0.1 strain level. For specimens
compressed to � 0.5, obvious deformation of molten pool is shown
in Fig. 5(g) and (m). The cladding layer exhibits obvious different
grain morphology other than cellular structure which is shown in
the red ovals.

Fig. 6 shows the quantitative analysis of the average grain size
of specimens compressed at various conditions. For the specimen
compressed at 900 �C � 0.5, average grain size decreases to
approximately 9, 11 and 16 lm at cladding layer, interface, and
6

base metal respectively, due to the DRX influence. After hot com-
pression at 900 �C � 0.1, however, the average grain size across
the cladding layer exhibits same grain size variation as the original
as-received specimen which is influenced by small, necklaced
grains around the grain boundary. Larger grains are shown in both
cladding layer and base metal and the grain size of base metal
increases from 42 lm to 68 lm. However, comparing the specimen
deformed at 1100 �C � 0.1 with the as-received one, the grain size
of cladding layer increases from 78 lm to 92 lm, the grain size at
interface increases from 30 lm to 36 lm and the grain size of base
metal increases from 42 lm to 58 lm. For the specimen com-
pressed at 1100 �C � 0.5, the grains become roughly homogenous
along the cladding layer and interface that are approximately
30 lm. But the grains at the base metal also increase slightly.

Fig. 7 shows the recrystallized volume fraction of the three dis-
tinct regions for the specimen under the designed hot deformation
conditions. Note that in the DRX process and the formation of new
grains, dislocation generation, dislocation storage, and grain
growth are also occurring simultaneously. The commonly used
grain orientation spread (GOS) method in the static recrystalliza-
tion process, checking the misorientation angle spread within each
grain, which is no longer appropriate in DRX because the continu-
ous plastic deformation generates new dislocations stored within
those newly formed grains [41]. In this case, as the initial grain size
is large and most of the recrystallized grains are relatively small, it
was assumed that the grains with sizes below that the average
value of un-deformed grain were defined as recrystallised grains.

The specimen deformed at 900 �C to 0.5 strain appears to have
fully recrystallized, as shown in Fig. 7(g)-(i). For the specimen
deformed at 900 �C � 0.1, most grains are in similar size as the
grains in the as-received sample, and only partial smaller grains
were nucleated at the grain boundary. Hence the grains mainly
grew without much refinement in this stage. For the specimen
deformed at 1100 �C� 0.1, small grains are observed that indicated
the grains started to nucleate. Grain growth was found at
1100 �C � 0.5. Compared with the specimen deformed at



Fig. 5. The microstructure of bonding interface under different magnification. Note that (a), (b) and (c) are interfaces for as-received specimens; (d), (e) and (f) are interfaces
compressed at 900 �C � engineering strain 0.1; (g), (h) and (i) are interfaces compressed at 900 �C � engineering strain 0.5; (j), (k) and (l) are interfaces compressed at
1100 �C � engineering strain 0.1; (m), (n) and (o) are interfaces compressed at 1100 �C � engineering strain 0.5.

Fig. 6. The average grain size of laser cladding 316L SS at initial, compressed at
900 �C � engineering strain 0.1; 900 �C � engineering strain 0.5; 1100 �C � engi-
neering strain 0.1; 1100 �C � engineering strain 0.5.
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900 �C � 0.5, it is hard to distinguish whether grains were recrys-
tallized before they grew. This is due to limitations of the estima-
tion method employed. The higher strain level and lower
deformation temperature are shown to promote a more uniform
fine grain microstructure.

Fig. 8 shows the LAGBs and HAGBs distribution of different
regions for specimens compressed under different conditions. For
specimen compressed at 900 �C � 0.1, Fig. 8(d) shows a number
of LAGBs which indicates dislocation introduction at small strain
level where the driving force is insufficient for DRX occurrence.
For the specimen compressed at 900 �C � 0.5, most grains were
treated as recrystallized grains in Fig. 7(g)-(i). This observation
confirms with the HAGBs results seen in Fig. 8(g)-(i). For the spec-
imen compressed at 1100 �C, as the nature of the DRX process, dis-
locations were continuously generated and rearranged to form
LAGBs. However, these grains with LAGBs cannot account as non-
recrystallized grains. Therefore, these LAGBs and HAGBs maps only
give a limited insight to the recrystallization process.
7

3.3. GND density distribution

The stored dislocation density within a material will strengthen
that material [42], as well as storing plastic strain energy for new
grain nucleation [43]. Hence it is important to understand the evo-
lution of dislocation density as a function of strain and tempera-
ture to explain the corresponding mechanical properties. A group
of dislocations can be defined as geometrically necessary disloca-
tions (GNDs) or statistically stored dislocations (SSDs) depending
on their contribution to the geometrical curvature changes in the
probed lattice [44]. GNDs caused by a strain gradient result in a lat-
tice curvature manifested as the grain misorientation [45].
Whereas the SSDs are dislocations that do not result in lattice cur-
vature. This definition is ambiguous as a dislocation can be GND or
SSD depending on the probing step size. In practice, only a fraction
of total dislocation density can be estimated based on its misorien-
tation measurement due to the limited spatial resolution and
acquisition time. However, these GNDs density maps do provide
an excellent statistical indication of overall dislocation density dis-
tribution, especially at elevated temperature conditions, in which
the dislocation climb and cross-slip are considerably promoted
by the thermal energy to annihilate the randomly distributed SSDs
and form the energetically favourable GNDs. These have been con-
firmed by other dislocation characterization methods such as
transmission Kikuchi diffraction (TKD) [46].

Fig. 9(a)-(c) present the GNDs density maps of the as-received
specimen at cladding layer, interface, and base area respectively.
In general, a high dislocation content is found along the cladding
direction. This attributes to thermally induced plasticity, which is
consistent with the results in the literature [22,47]. In the interface
region, no obvious ‘‘red” spot could be found. At the base metal
region, the GNDs appear accumulated along the grain boundaries
rather than in the interior of the grains, indicating that the base
metal is not in a completely annealed state.

After the thermo-mechanical deformation, the GNDs density
distribution changes significantly as shown in Fig. 10. For the spec-
imen compressed at the condition of 900 �C � 0.1, the imposed
plastic deformation considerably increased the stored GNDs den-



Fig. 7. Recrystallized grains of 316L SS at different compression conditions 900 �C � engineering strain 0.1; 900 �C � engineering strain 0.5; 1100 �C � engineering strain 0.1;
1100 �C � engineering strain 0.5. (a), (d), (g), (j) and (m) present cladding area; (b), (e), (h), (k) and (n) present bonding zone; (c), (f), (i), (l) and (o) present base metal part.

Fig. 8. Distribution of HAGBs (red lines) and LAGBs (black lines) of laser cladding specimens after four hot compression conditions. Note that (a), (d), (g), (j) and (m) are
cladding areas; (b), (e), (h), (k) and (n) are bonding areas; (c), (f), (i), (l) and (o) are base metal areas. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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sity. However, this stored GNDs density was insufficient to trigger
the recrystallization. Instead, the grain growth was found to occur.
This agrees with the observed low recrystallized volume fraction,
as shown in Fig. 7(d)-(f).

For the specimen compressed at 900 �C to an engineering strain
level of 0.5, obvious recrystallization occurred. The new grains con-
sumed the previously heavily deformed grains and thus lowered
the overall GNDs density. There is a higher GNDs density in the
cladding area than the base material. It could imply that the DRX
8

occurred earlier in the base metal region since more GNDs were
consumed there.

The GND density distribution was generally lower but more
uniform across the three distinct regions in the specimen com-
pressed at 1100 �C rather than the 900 �C. This might suggest that
the dislocation annihilation processes were very active at a higher
temperature. Another possible reason is concerned that the grain
boundary migration consumed many dislocations. However, the
concurrence of dynamic recovery (DRV), dislocation generation



Fig. 9. GND density maps of laser cladding specimens of the as-received and ones being hot compressed at the four conditions. Three areas were characterized. Note that (a),
(d), (g), (j) and (m) are cladding area. (b), (e), (h), (k) and (n) are bonding area. (c), (f), (i), (l) and (o) are base metal area. The colour scale is at the log10 and the black lines
correspond to the grain boundaries.

Fig. 10. The statistical analysis of GND density distribution of all five samples as
shown in the x-axis. Note that the black line indicates the cladding layer, the red
line indicates the interface area and the blue line indicates the base metal. The
geometrical mean and standard division for each map is calculated and plotted as
the error bars. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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and DRX in the hot deformation process made it difficult to distin-
guish them quantitively.
3.4. Tensile stress–strain behaviour

Fig. 11 shows the tensile stress–strain curve of the as-received
laser clad remanufactured specimen and the other four hot com-
pressed specimens. The as-received specimens fractured at laser clad
part thatclose to themiddle interfaceduring the tensile test. This frac-
ture region is the coarse-grained fusionzone,which isquite typical for
laser cladding specimens. In addition, themeasured tensileproperties
were compared with the traditional cast and wrought 316L SSmate-
9

rials, as shown in Table 3. The hot compressed specimens exhibits
considerably higher ultimate tensile strength (UTS), or higher ductil-
ity compared with the as-received specimen. The results prove that
the subsequent hot compression enhances themechanical properties
of the laser cladding remanufactured components.

Compared with the as-received specimen, the specimen com-
pressed at 900 �C to an engineering strain level of 0.5 gives the best
tensile properties for yield strength and UTS. The maximum UTS
raises to 633 MPa with an elongation of 41%. The ductility
is � 50% higher than the as-received specimen. However, for the
specimen deformed at the same temperature of 900 �C but a lower
strain level of 0.1, though the UTS is almost the same as the as-
received specimen, the ductility only improves mildly from 28%
to 33%. For the specimens compressed at the higher temperature
(1100 �C) to strain levels of 0.1 and 0.5, similar levels of UTS are
achieved, but the ductility improved from 28% to 58% compared
with the as-received specimen. However, the yield strength
(�260 MPa) for these hot compressed samples drop significantly,
which is much lower than the as-received (�338 MPa) or the lower
temperature compressed ones (�456 MPa).

3.5. Microhardness test

The microhardness test was conducted along the cladding
direction of specimens. As shown in Fig. 12, an abrupt hardness
variation across the interface is observed in the as-received speci-
men. Such hardness variation was eliminated through the subse-
quent hot deformation process.

The hardness decreases from 175 HV to 165 HV along the clad-
ding direction for the initial as-received specimen. This is consis-
tent with the results from Chechik et al. [40]. This might
attribute to the decreases in cooling rate with increasing cladding
height. The hardness increases to 230 HV at the interface and then
decreases gradually to � 215 HV in the base metal region.

After the hot deformation, the hardness distribution is approx-
imately uniform. For the specimen compressed at 900 �C, the hard-
ness of the cladding layer is higher than that in its base metal. The
hardness at the cladding layer ranges from � 190 HV to � 200 HV,
and the hardness at base metal is around 188 HV. The hardness of



Fig. 11. Engineering stress–strain curve of as-received laser clad 316L SS and subsequently hot compressed ones.

Table 3
Tensile properties of the cast and wrought 316L SS specimens in the literature, the as-received and subsequently hot compressed 316L SS specimens in this study.

Conditions Yield Strength
(MPa)

Ultimate Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Elongation
(%)

Ref

Cast 262 553 55 [48]
Wrought (cold finished) 255–310 525–623 30 [48]
As-received 338 586–588 28–29
As-received + hot deformed at 900�C � 0.1 378 589–591 31–33
As-received + hot deformed at 900�C � 0.5 456 624–633 41–47
As-received + hot deformed at 1100�C � 0.1 241 572–575 55–58
As-received + hot deformed at 1100�C � 0.5 260 589–596 56–58

Fig. 12. Vickers microhardness values distribution across the interface layer and the measurement distance was 5 mm away from the interface at 1 mm step size. The
hardness values are the mean values of five measurements along the radial direction.
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the specimen compressed at 900 �C is higher than that of the spec-
imen compressed at 1100 �C. At 1100 �C, the higher strain level
resultes in higher hardness. The hardness of specimen compressed
10
at 1100 �C � 0.1 is around 160 HV and the hardness of specimen
compressed at 1100 �C � 0.5 increases to around 170 HV, close
to the hardness of the cladding layer in the as-received specimen.
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4. Discussion

4.1. The Gleeble hot compression

The flow stress curves during hot compression are presented in
Fig. 2(c). The hardening and softening phenomena could be used to
explain the DRV and DRX process. The laser cladding remanufac-
tured samples exhibit different microstructure evolution in the
cladding and base parts. During the deformation process to 0.1
engineering strain level, the dislocations were generated and
stored in the form of a cellular dislocation arrangement where high
dislocation walls enclosed cell interiors of low dislocation density
to resistant the deformation [49]. That is consistent with the GNDs
density result of Fig. 9(d)-(f), where the highest GNDs density is
found at 900 �C � 0.1. This results in the initial hardening beha-
viour of the hot compression stress–strain curve to a strain level
of � 0.1. It also can be explained by the typical Taylor hardening
theory [50].

r� r0 ¼ Mabl
ffiffiffiffi
q

p

where r is flow stress, r0 is the flow stress of the material in the
absence of dislocation interactions, M is Taylor factor, a is a mate-
rial constant, b is the burger’s vector, and q is the dislocation
density.

Further deformed to strain level � 0.5 at 900 �C, the DRV and
DRX softening occurred as confirmed by Fig. 2(c). These two soft-
ening mechanisms lowered the dislocation density and the formed
finer grain structure resulted in easier grain boundary sliding and
further softening effect. There is no flow stress peak associated
with the onset of the DRX process for this material, which is also
consistent with previous research in 316L SS [51,52]. It was found
that the GND density at the cladding layer was higher than base
metal after compression at 900 �C � 0.5. Jiang et al. suggested that
grain size and neighbouring grain orientation would influence the
GNDs density distribution [53]. As the initial hardness at the clad-
ding layer, interface and base mental is not similar, the flow stress
behaviour is not the same. It could be inferred that the softer part
of the sample, i.e. the cladding half, is prone to reach the yield
point firstly and plastically deformed to higher strain level to the
base metal half. Thus, more plasticity and dislocation activities
occur at the softer half.

For specimen compressed at the higher deformation tempera-
ture (1100 �C), the flow stress is lower than 900 �C, because of
the required critical resolved shear stress is lower to initiate the
dislocation slip. Grain growth was generally found, as seen in
Fig. 4. This resulted in the difficulty in grain boundary sliding, such
that gently higher flow stress was seen.
4.2. The hardness variations

The hardness revealed the local mechanical properties across
these AM remanufactured samples. This local information can be
correlated with the EBSD measured microstructure information
at the corresponding areas. For the as-received specimen, the hard-
ness of the base metal is about 215 HV that is higher than the hard-
ness of the cladding layer due to the grain size effect as the
dislocation distribution is approximately same. The hardness
across the cladding layer increased after hot compression at
900 �C. For the specimen compressed at 900 �C � 0.1, grain size
at cladding layer kept constant, but the GNDs density was
increased significantly at 900 �C � 0.1 resulting in higher hardness.
The specimen compressed at 900 �C � 0.5, significantly reduced
grain size and slightly increased GNDs density at the cladding layer
than the as-received specimen. This resulted in an increase in hard-
ness. The grain size of the cladding layer of specimen compressed
11
at 1100 �C � 0.1 is larger than as-received one, and GNDs density is
approximately the same as an as-received cladding layer. There-
fore, the hardness of the as-received cladding layer is higher than
the specimen compressed at 1100 � 0.1. For the specimen com-
pressed at 1100 �C � 0.5, the grain size reduced compared to the
as-received cladding layer and constant GNDs density resulting
in higher hardness values.

For the base metal region, the overall hardness decreased after
hot deformation. The dislocation hardening played a more pre-
dominant role rather than the grain size. The grain size at the base
metal part increased significantly after compression at 900 �C � 0.
1, 1100 �C � 0.1, slightly increased at 1100 �C � 0.5 and decreased
at 900 �C � 0.5. For the specimen with increasing grain size, the
GNDs density for base metal also decreased at 1100 �C � 0.1 and
1100 �C � 0.5. Hence, the hardness for these two conditions was
decreased.

Fig. 6 shows that the smaller grain size at the interface compar-
ing to the cladding layer and base metal which did not exhibit the
highest hardness. This could be due to the counterbalancing
strengthening effect of the medium dislocation density level. Over-
all, the cladding layer is softer than the base metal for the as-
received direct laser cladding remanufacturing part. After the hot
compression, the hardness of the laser cladding regions is slightly
higher than the base metal. The cladding layer can act as a harder
and protective layer to the base metal.

4.3. Temperature and strain effects

The stress–strain behaviour in Fig. 11 shows that the hot com-
pression temperature mainly determines the yield strength. The
higher temperature could reduce the yield strength significantly.
The ductility, UTS and fracture toughness can be improved by the
plastic strain as the DRX is promoted. The UTS and elongation were
all increased compared with the as-received specimen when com-
pressed to 0.5 strain level at both temperatures.

However, as the temperature increases, the difference in tough-
ness and ductility of specimen compressed to different strain level
become smaller as the DRV was active at the high temperature to
consume more dislocations in both cases. In addition, the grain
growth caused by grain boundary migration was found at the
higher temperature. Therefore, the best fracture toughness was
obtained in the specimen compressed at 900 �C � 0.5. Under such
condition, effectively grain refinement was achieved.

The proposed hybrid AM and hot compressed samples mechan-
ically behaved competitively to the conventionally wrought ones.
This is in good agreement with the previous AMed and hot forging
research work [30]. The relatively uniform microhardness distribu-
tion of processed specimen was mainly attributed to the recrystal-
lized homogeneous grain and dislocation density structures.

5. Conclusions

To improve the mechanical performance of remanufactured
parts, a hybrid laser cladding and subsequently hot compression
technique is proposed. A detailed understanding of such process
was obtained through the stress–strain behaviour, hardness distri-
bution and the underlying microstructure distribution and evolu-
tion. The following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) Heterogenous grain morphology and size through the clad-
ding layer, interface and base metal was shown in the laser
cladding specimens. This resulted in a large hardness varia-
tion across the interface. This hardness variation can be
removed utilizing the hot compression process.
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(2) The effect of the hot compression process on the laser clad
316L SS parts was quantitively assessed. The optimal tensile
performance was achieved in the sample compressed at
900 �C with a strain level of 0.5. Significantly improvement
in mechanical properties was exhibited.

(3) Hot compression at 900 �C hardened the cladding layer sig-
nificantly, enabling it to act as a protective layer to the base
metal.

(4) The yield strength and ductility of the processed samples
were determined by compression temperature and strain,
which caused the dynamic recrystallization and led to the
grain and dislocation density evolution.
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